St. Matthews Elementary School
Nook Permission and Acceptable Use Form

Introduction
The Barnes and Noble Nook is a convenient, portable reading device. It is about the size of a paperback and capable of holding hundreds of books. Unfamiliar words can be instantly defined using the onboard dictionary and some audio and MP3 capabilities are available. Students are expected to use extra caution and responsibility while assigned a Nook, and the right to borrow the Nook will be restricted to students who have demonstrated responsible library usage (no lost, damaged, or overdue books). A Nook will be checked out for one week and accompanied by a charger and cord. For this reason, we require a parental signature before a Nook can be assigned to a student.

Parent Responsibilities and Permission
- I am authorizing the assignment of a Nook to my child.
- I understand that it is to be used as a tool for reading and learning and that my child will comply with the JCPS Acceptable Use Policy.
- I will help ensure the safe and timely return of the Nook within the designated time frame.
- I understand that my child may lose future loan privileges of the device if the Nook is damaged, misused, or not returned in a timely manner.
- Payment for lost or damaged Nook devices is expected at a cost of $184.

PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME (printed) ____________________________________________

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE _____________________________ DATE _____________

PARENT/GUARDIAN CONTACT INFO (phone and email) ____________________________________________

Student Responsibilities and Permission
- I agree to take care of the St. Matthews Elementary Nook while it is in my possession.
- I will not throw, drop, or damage the Nook in any way.
- I will not carry it in my book bag along with heavy books.
- I will not give the Nook to another student for his/her use.
- I will not leave the Nook unattended.
- I will use the Nook in the appropriate manner stated above.
- I will NOT download any content to the Nook.
- I agree to return the Nook in the same condition after the one week loan period or when requested.

STUDENT NAME (printed) ____________________________________________

STUDENT SIGNATURE _____________________________ DATE _____________

TEACHER: ____________________________________________ GRADE: _____________